The performance of any signal enhancement method depends on the relative amplitudes of the signals and interferences present in the original measurements. Previous evaluations of convolutive blind source separation methods for speech enhancement have considered situations where the signal-tointerference ratios (SIRs) of all the talkers' speech signals are nearly equal in the recorded signal mixtures. This paper presents real-world separation experiments of two-and threetalker signal mixtures in which the level of one talker's speech is lower than those of the others. Methods based on decorrelation, frequency-domain information maximization, and timedomain contrast optimization are studied. Experimental evaluation shows that the weaker talker's speech receives the most enhancement in the separated system's outputs, whereas the stronger talker's speech signals receive moderate to little enhancement beyond a limiting value.Ê
INTRODUCTION
Convolutive blind source separation (CBSS) refers to the separation of signals that have been mixed through a dispersive environment using signal processing procedures that do not have specific knowledge of the source properties or the mixing conditions. Due to the dispersive nature of the channel, CBSS algorithms must attempt to undo both spatial and temporal mixing effects imposed by the room response. As a result, CBSS algorithms tend to be more complicated than their instantaneous BSS counterparts.
Separation of speech mixtures using CBSS techniques is an important problem that has received much attention recently in the signal processing community. The merit of these algorithms lies in their ability to enhance or separate speech signals no matter to what levels the speech signals are mixed. In almost all experimental evaluations of CBSS methods, the signal-to-interference (SIR) ratios of the speech signals within the mixtures are close to equal, corresponding to a physical situation where the talkers are all speaking at the same volume and each microphone is about the same distance from all of the talkers. Several practical scenarios involve situations where the SIR ratios are not close to equal. For example, when a cellular telephone is used, it is likely that interfering speech from nearby conversations is of lower amplitude than that of the telephone user due to proximity. Alternatively, being able to suppress stronger interfering speech in order to understand a lower-volume talker could be important for forensic applications. It is unclear how CBSS algorithms will perform in such situations as they have not been tested under such mixing conditions. Knowing the characteristics of these algorithms in these situations would help system designers in deciding how CBSS methods might best be used.
This paper describes the performances of several CBSS algorithms on data generated in an acoustic laboratory environment in which a weak talker signal is acoustically-mixed with several louder speech signals. The goal of this study is to determine the abilities and behaviors of these algorithms to enhance speech in such cases. Our results indicate that 1. For all algorithms tested, the improvement in SIR of the weakest source at the system outputs is greater than that of the stronger sources. 2. For two-and three-talker signal mixtures and separation methods employing information-based criteria or contrasts, the output SIR of the weakest source in dB increases with the initial SIR, whereas the output SIR of the stronger sources do not change significantly for different initial SIRs. 3. For two-talker signal mixtures using decorrelation-based separation criteria, the output SIR of the weaker source is increased slightly relative to the input SIR with little to no enhancement of the stronger source. These results show the applicability of the various algorithms tested to solve problems with particular SIR mixing conditions involving weak and strong speech sources.
TECHNICAL RATIONALE
The ability of any CBSS method to separate speech signal mixtures depends on several factors, including
• the number of talkers and their specific speech patterns;
• the amount of recorded data available;
• the reverberant nature of the acoustic environment;
• the separation algorithm used, including choices for its parameters; and • the relative levels of the sources within the recorded mixtures. The last factor in the list above depends greatly on the overall goals of the separation task. It is usually the case in many applications that not all talkers' speech need to be enhanced. In some applications, the most important signal to be extracted is the loudest of all sources in the mixtures due to the proximity of the talker to the sensors, whereas in other applications, the most important signal to be extracted is the softest. Our goal in this paper is to determine how typical CBSS methods perform when presented with mixtures of unequal source mixtures in the hope that specific trends might emerge among various classes of algorithms. In order to remove the performance effects of limited data records and significant room reverberation while allowing good scientific experiments to be run, we used an acoustically isolated laboratory environment with three loudspeakers playing recordings of talkers (one female and two male) as the sources. The sources were located 127 cm away from the three omnidirectional microphones and were spaced at angles of −35 • , 0 • , and 27 • , respectively, from the array normal. The inter-sensor spacing of the microphone array was 4 cm. Acoustic foam was placed on the walls of the room to obtain a reverberation time of 300 ms for the environment. Fig. 1 shows the impulse responses of the loudspeaker/microphone paths for these mixing conditions.
Recordings for the two-source case were made using 14 seconds of data per channel and a 48 kHz sampling rate and were downsampled to an 8 kHz sampling rate for processing. To remove speaker variability, the talker sounds were switched after seven seconds, such that each talker is played through every loudspeaker over the span of the recording. For the case of three talkers, 21 seconds of data was generated by playing each of the three talkers one after the another for 7 seconds simultaneously through each loudspeaker. To generate mixtures with different initial SIRs, the amplitudes of the loudspeaker signals were adjusted digitally to create recordings with SIRs from approximately −15dB to 15dB.
Various CBSS algorithms were applied to this measured microphone data for two-and three-source mixtures, whereby the 0 0 source was omitted for the two-source mixture. The algorithms chosen can loosely be classified into groups according to the separation criterion used: (1) decorrelation-based methods, (2) information-theoretic methods; and (3) contrastbased methods. The second-order statistics-based frequency domain joint decorrelation algorithm of Parra and Spence [2] and its beamforming constrained version [3] attempt to jointly diagonalize correlation matrices as measured from the mixtures. The natural gradient algorithms presented in [5] and [8] attempt to minimize the mutual information of the extracted signals using frequency-domain and time-domain system structures, respectively. The natural gradient algorithm in [8] imposes an a posteriori scalar gradient constraint which largely mitigates the divergence problem common in natural gradient algorithms and exhibits fast convergence and excellent performance for fixed step size values that are largely independent of input signal magnitudes. We evaluate scaled natural gradient algorithms in both their time-and their frequency-domain versions, respectively. The contrast-based fixed-point FastICA algorithms for convolutive mixtures in [7] are spatio-temporal extensions of the well-known FastICA algorithm of Hyvärinen and Oja and are denoted as STFICA and STFICA-Symm for asymmetric and symmetric orthogonalization, respectively. These algorithms combine multichannel spatio-temporal prewhitening via multi-stage least squares linear prediction with a paraunitary constraint on the multichannel separation filter.
In each case, parameters were chosen for each algorithm to try to minimize any limiting performance effects for the acoustic setup considered. For the STFICA algorithms, least squares prewhitening filters with M = 400 taps per filter were employed. Each separation system used L = 300 taps per input-output channel within the paraunitary filter structures. For the normalized natural gradient algorithm in the frequency domain [8] , the parameters chosen were L = 512 and µ = 0.35, and 200 passes of the algorithm through the data have been used to adapt the filter. For the natural gradient time domain algorithm in [5] , we used L = 512 and a step size schedule of µ = 0.001 for 200 data passes followed by two additional data passes using step sizes of µ = 0.0001 and µ = 0.00001, respectively. The data nonlinearity used in each algorithm was f (y) = y/|y|, where y in this case corresponds to the ith frequency bin output or the ith time domain filter output, respectively. For Parra's algorithm [2] with two sources and 14 seconds of data, {number of diagonalized matrices K } = 5, {number of data blocks averages N = 21}, {FFT size L = 1024}, and Q = 400-tap time domain filters per inputoutput channel were employed with a 1000-iteration gradient update limit. Parra's decorrelation-based method with beamforming constraints (Eq. 16, [3] )) with two sources employed the parameters K = 5, N = 43, L = 512, and a 1000-iteration gradient update limit. For the three-source mixtures, all of the Comparison of CBSS Algorithms in Power Imbalance − 2 source case STFICA [7] STFICA−Symm [7] PARRA [2] GEOBSS [3] TRUNC−NG [5] SNGTD [8] SNGFD [8] Weaker talker Stronger talker Fig. 2 . Output SIR as a funtion of input SIR for the various CBSS algorithms, two-source case.
above parameters were kept the same except the algorithms in [2] and [3] , for which the value of N was changed to 32 and 65, respectively. After separation, least-squares methods were used to estimate a 2048-tap long channel impulse response given the original source recording and the separated source for each system output. The channel-filtered source signal was then subtracted from the respective separated signal to estimate the residual noise component signal. By calculating power ratios from these various signals, we can compute the absolute and relative improvements in signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SIR) for each algorithm in each data case.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now present the separation results obtained for the various algorithms with unequal-level speech mixtures. Shown in Fig. 2 are the output SIRs obtained from these algorithms as a function of the input SIR. The left-hand portion of each plot corresponds to the weaker source within the mixture, whereas the right-hand portion corresponds to the stronger source within the mixture.
From this figure, we notice several correspondences between the algorithms' performances. For both spatio-temporal FastICA algorithms and the natural gradient algorithms implemented in the time domain, the output SIRs for the weaker sources increases approximately (sub)linearly in dB, whereas the output SIRs are nearly constant for the stronger sources. In effect, the good SIR of the strongest source in the original mixtures cannot be improved upon by the separation algorithm, whereas the improvements obtained in the weakest source in the original mixtures can be significant, even for very low initial SIRs. Moreover, both the frequency-domain decorrelation methods in [2, 3] and the frequency domain version of the scaled natural gradient algorithm provide very little separation when there is a high power imbalance in the original signal mixtures. For these frequency-domain algo- Output SIR for the weakest user − 3 source case STFICA [7] STFICA−Symm [7] PARRA [2] GEOBSS [3] TRUNC−NG [5] SNGTD [8] SNGFD [8] Fig. 3 . Output SIR as a funtion of input SIR of the weakest source for the various CBSS algorithms, three-source case.
rithms, the stronger speech signal in the recorded mixtures is extracted at both system outputs for this data. Moreover, the decorrelation-based algorithms provide little separation performance for stronger sources.
We now explore the performances of the various algorithms for mixtures of three sources, in which the amplitudes of two of the sources are nearly equal and the third source amplitude is adjusted to produce various initial SIRs between −15dB and −2dB. These results are shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, enhancement of the weakest speech signal is made more difficult due to the presence of two strong interferers. Even so, the same trends observed in the two-source case are seen here for high-enough initial SIRs. Several of the algorithms fail to enhance the weakest speech signal if the initial SIR is too low. The time-domain truncated natural gradient [5] provides the best results in this case, yielding a gain in SIR of 21.48dB when faced with an initial SIR of −14.52dB. Table 1 shows the SIR gain defined as
for the various algorithm in the two-source case. From this table, it is clear that all of the algorithms provide greater SIR improvement for weaker speech signals within the original mixtures, and the improvement is as much as 23dB. The ability of the algorithms to increase the SIR of already-amplified sources within the mixture is much less, however, and in some cases, the output SIRs of the strong sources are lower than those of the original mixtures. From these results, it is apparent that the greatest opportunity for CBSS methods is in extracting very weak sources in the presence of strong interference. Table 3 shows the SIR gains for the weakest source as obtained from the three-source experiments. In this case, all of the time-domain CBSS algorithms exhibit similar performance trends as a function of initial SIR as seen in the two-source experiments, whereas the frequency-domain ap- proaches exhibit lower separation performance that does not increase for lower initial SIRs. Finally, it should be noted that changing the amplitude of each source is only one way to alter the relative strengths of speech signals within the recorded mixtures. In some cases, a poor initial SIR is caused by a distant source whose amplitude is decreased due to sound propagation effects. We explored the performances of various CBSS algorithms in a limited fashion for two-source mixtures generated by moving one of the loudspeakers further away from the microphone array along a radial line that preserved the angle-of-arrival at the array. The output SIRs produced by the algorithms exhibited nearly identical behaviors for the limited range of SIRs that were generated according to loudspeaker placement as those described above within this low-reverberation environment.
CONCLUSIONS
The performances of various convolutive blind source separation algorithms as applied to speech mixtures depends on a number of factors, including the relative signal-to-interference ratios of the sources in the original mixtures. In this paper, we have experimentally evaluated the behaviors of several CBSS algorithms for mixtures of strong and weak speech signals.
Our results indicate that time-domain CBSS methods provide the greatest SIR improvements for weak-amplitude sources, and they offer little to no SIR improvement if the initial SIR is already large. Frequency-domain CBSS methods have a wider range of performance behaviors and generally do not provide as much enhancement for weak-amplitude sources as do time-domain methods. These results are expected to aid system designers who are considering convolutive BSS methods for specific speech enhancement applications.
